The calculation of the ionization fraction of the ion as a function of the ion atomic number, ion velocity and target Fermi velocity is the rst step in e ective charge theory for heavy ion stopping. We show results using the energy stripping criterion for the ionization fraction and give reasons for its superiority as against the velocity stripping criterion. The second computational step is the transformation of the ionization fraction into an e ective charge fraction assuming a linear dynamic dielectric response of the target material. On the basis of the Kaneko shell theory of solid targets we explain, to what extent the simple free-electron gas model still may work, if the heavy ion stopping calculation makes use of the heavy ion scaling rule and experimental proton stopping data. 61.80.Mk, 79.20.Nc Typeset using REVT E X 1 I. OVERVIEW The e ective charge theory for heavy ion stopping in solids is a particular form of the dielectric theory of the electronic part of ion stopping that describes the energy loss by the electrodynamic force of the charges induced in the target onto the ion. As an extension of the Lindhard-Winther theory 1 of point-like charges, the fundamental model was given by Brandt and Kitagawa (BK) 2 and became the basis of the calculation of the heavy ion electronic stopping by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark (ZBL). 3 Selected aspects of these works are reviewed in Sec. II. Though the determination of the ionization fraction of the ion is the rst central step of e ective charge theory, its theoretical understanding is rather limited. Sec. III argues for the energy criterion to explain the stripping degree of the ion as a function of ion velocity, ion atomic number and target Fermi velocity v F . This work is motivated by the preference given by BK and ZBL to the competing velocity criterion.
I. OVERVIEW
The e ective charge theory for heavy ion stopping in solids is a particular form of the dielectric theory of the electronic part of ion stopping that describes the energy loss by the electrodynamic force of the charges induced in the target onto the ion. As an extension of the Lindhard-Winther theory 1 of point-like charges, the fundamental model was given by Brandt and Kitagawa (BK) 2 and became the basis of the calculation of the heavy ion electronic stopping by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark (ZBL). 3 Selected aspects of these works are reviewed in Sec. II. Though the determination of the ionization fraction of the ion is the rst central step of e ective charge theory, its theoretical understanding is rather limited. Sec. III argues for the energy criterion to explain the stripping degree of the ion as a function of ion velocity, ion atomic number and target Fermi velocity v F . This work is motivated by the preference given by BK and ZBL to the competing velocity criterion.
The second step calculates the charges induced in the target, taking its dynamic dielectric response from a free-electron gas with the experimental Fermi energy, and their stopping (Coulomb) force back onto the ion. It makes clear, why the ion with charge Qe is \e ectively" stopped more than a point charge Qe and less than a bare ion nucleus Z 1 e. Q denotes the ion charge number, e the elementary charge unit, Z 1 the ion atomic number and q Q=Z 1 the ionization fraction. Within linear response the heavy ion stopping cross section S(q; v; Z 1 ) is less than Z 2 1 times the stopping of a proton at the same velocity v, where hydrogen is assumed to be fully stripped. A useful description of this deviation is the de nition of the e ective charge fraction S(q; v; Z 1 ) ( Z 1 ) 2 S(q = 1; v; Z 1 = 1);
(1) (q < < 1):
On the one hand is predicted by e ective charge theory, on the other hand available from the ratio of experimental heavy ion and proton stopping data. Instead of using the heavy ion stopping calculated in the second step, ZBL enter into a third computational step. Only the theoretical e ective charge fraction is retained. The nal heavy ion stopping at the l.h.s. of (1) is computed inserting the experimental proton stopping into the r.h.s., now using it as the \heavy ion scaling rule". The experimental proton data introduce and add the indispensable contribution of the target core electrons to the stopping. Sec. IV deals with the related question: why can the target dielectric function modelled by a homogeneous electron gas still be su cient to calculate , though it represents only the polarization of the top valence band and conduction electrons? We want to give an answer from the viewpoint of an extended description of the target electrons. The aim beyond that is to let the third, heuristic scaling step become super uous. Instead, the heavy ion stopping should be determined directly in a modi ed second step on the basis of a more realistic target-electron model.
II. BRANDT/KITAGAWA THEORY AND ZBL MODIFICATIONS
The BK theory 2 describes an ion with N = Z 1 ? Q bound electrons by the radial symmetric particle density e (r) = N exp(?r= )=(4 2 r) (2) ( : : : ion size parameter). The total energy of the electrons is built by the sum of the local density approximation (LDA) of the kinetic energy, the Hartree approximation to the electron-electron interaction, and the Coulomb energy of the electrons in the eld of the nuclear charge. A variational coupling factor was introduced to correct for missing exchange and correlation terms. With e from above, the total energy of the bound electrons reads Both lie approximately 20% below the more accurate Hartree-Fock energies of the Clementi-Roetti (CR) tables 7 ( Fig. 1) . The overestimation of the binding energies of the electrons in the nuclear eld arises from the singularities of the charge densities at r = 0 in both models.
The electronic stopping cross section S per target electron was obtained from the generalized Lindhard/Winther theory of the stopping in a homogeneous electron gas with electron density n and Lindhard dielectric function :
(L : : : stopping number, k : : : wavenumber). The form factor m (k) is the Fourier transform of the total charge number density, the nuclear part Z 1 (r) plus e (r). In the BK theory, Eq. (2) yields
For small momentum transfer hk, which means soft, distant collisions, m (k) approaches Q | the ion looks like a charge Qe to the target electrons. At large k, which means hard, close collisions, m (k) approaches Z 1 and they feel more of the nuclear charge. The unrealistic model charge density nearby the ion nucleus in uences only the high-k limit of m . There it is suppressed by the multiplication with the energy loss function / 1= , if the target Fermi velocity v F and wavenumber k F are chosen realistically: the imaginary part of 1= is zero for the Lindhard dielectric function if k > 2k F (v=v F + 1). The target electrons cannot resolve the inner ion structure. Therefore the stopping power calculation su ers less from this weakness of the ion model than the total electron binding energy.
Given some ionization fraction q, the theory predicts the stopping cross sections of heavy ions and protons by (5){(6) and the e ective charge fraction by (1) out of their ratio at equal velocity.
In Sec. III A and IV C we shall deduce ionization fractions from e ective charge fractions. The e ective charge fractions of ZBL 3;9 will be taken as a reliable starting point, rather than the results of the BK theory, because of the larger amount of experimental data behind. The following brief discussion enlightens consequences of the ZBL modi cations of the \inner" variables in the BK theory.
ZBL simpli ed a formula for , already given by BK as a good approximation in the region S / v:
(v 0 : : : Bohr velocity). The ion size parameter~ was generally increased compared with expression (4), and multiplied with a tabulated factor individual to Z 1 ( Fig. 2a) . At low velocities, when q is small and the term / 1?q dominates the r.h.s. of (8) , this modi cation creates the Z 1 -oscillations of Fig. 3 , which are missing in the BK ion model. ZBL told that the plateaus in~ (q) account for the enhanced K-shell screening, but they are not really correlated with the number of bound electrons. Using (8) , an increase of the target electron density slightly reduces at constant ion parameters and low velocities: @ (q;~ ; v F )=@v F < 0, opposite to the BK results. Therefore, (8) contradicts the comprehension that an increase of v F places more target electrons near to the ion nucleus and should increase . 2 This unique sign of this partial derivative is not found in Fig. 3 , however, but the curves of Mg-targets cross the curves of Si-targets of the same velocity. The reasons are: (i) the ion parameter q is not a constant in the ZBL description, but depends on Z 1 itself, and (ii) in fact (8) is only used exactly, if the velocity is high enough to letṽ r > max(v 0 ; 0:13Z 1=3 1 v 0 ) hold (see below). It should be kept in mind that (8) was intended to deliver stopping numbers in conjunction with an universal t of the ionization fraction q, but neither t was claimed to hold on its own.
The ionization fraction was derived from experimental data as a t function of the e ective ion velocity y r v r =(v 0 Z 2=3 1 ), assuming the validity of (8) . The resultant ZBL ionization fraction is given in Fig. 4 
Unfortunately the ZBL rede nition of the ion size parameter did not need to account for a reliable conservation of the electron binding energy, because the energy does not come into play during our second calculational step, the calculation of e ective charge fractions. If, for example,~ is inserted into the BK energy functional (3), the binding energies look like in Fig. 2b and, e.g., show an energy minimum for 18 Ar 5+ instead of 18 Ar 0 . It is not even clear, whether the ZBL t of ion parameters implies some di erent form of the energy functional. Since the energy of the \ZBL ion" is neither known nor de ned, the direct comparison of energy criterion predictions (Sec. III C) with the ZBL ionization fraction is impossible. Therefore, in Sec. III A we switch to ion models with available electron binding energies.
III. ENERGY AND VELOCITY STRIPPING CRITERIA
A. Deducing Ionization Fractions: Ion Models Ionization fractions deduced from experimental e ective charge fractions greatly depend on the ion model and treatment of the stopping number integral in (6) . The hidden values of q are estimated from measured by transformation formulas like (8) .
To give an idea of the di erences that emerge from diverse handlings of these transformations, Fig. 4 shows ionization fractions that reproduce the e ective charge fractions of ZBL, but result from the calculation of the electronic stopping cross sections of protons and heavy ions by numerical integration of the BK ion form factor (7) and the Lindhard energy loss function. Two e ects contribute to the changes compared with the ZBL ionization fraction. (i) The low-velocity ZBL approximation (8) always underestimates compared with the fully integrated stopping number and generally compensates it by assuming a larger q.
(ii) At low velocities, is additionally increased by the increased ion size parameter~ (cf. Fig. 2a ), which demands a lower q for compensation.
A more precise ion model is given by the ion charge distributions tabulated by Clementi and Roetti, based on the Hartree-Fock method. (6) at xed ionization fractions. The CR free ion charge densities generate higher stopping powers at small q. The centers of the outer CR ion shells with wavefunctions / r n?1 e ? r are more distant from the nucleus than the tighter BK charges, let pass more target electrons through less shielded ion regions and increase the stopping. Though the CR charge densities and energies (cf. Fig. 1 ) show de nite shell e ects, we see no equivalent bunching of the stopping curves of equal principal quantum number, because the target one-electron radius is larger than the inner ion shell radius. This resolution argument has been given in Sec. II in momentum space. The di erence between the CR and BK electronic stopping thus vanishes at large Q.
Deducing q from a given e ective charge fraction is restricted to the nite set of integer Q-values in the case of CR ions. The calculated q-values, however, stay below the estimates of the BK ion model (Fig. 4) as a consequence of the di erent stopping powers, and even below the ZBL curve at low velocities. The essential prerequisite is absent: charges induced in the free-electron target are calculated with incomplete regard to the ion charge. does not comprise a self-consistent electron excitation spectrum and not the phase space blocking imposed by the electrons bound to the ion. 14 The mutual interaction between the ion charge and induced charges is merely described within the Hartree approximation. The structures obtained here result from their spatial overlap.
B. Velocity Criterion
The velocity criterion to explain the dependence of the ionization fraction q on the ion velocity reads: electrons are stripped, if their orbital velocity v e is less than the ion velocity v.
2;15{17
The BK theory added a t parameter b, named stripping parameter, bv e (r q ) = v; dx ; (11) where (x) is the solution of the TF equation of the neutral atom. This ionization fraction is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the variable y v=(v 0 Z 2=3 1 ). The adjustable stripping parameter b was found to be 1:33 for best agreement with experiments.
C. Energy Criterion
The energy stripping criterion to explain the dependence of the ionization fraction on the ion velocity was formulated as: the total energy E of the N bound electrons in the target frame of reference is minimized. 15;18 For ion models with integer N or for statistical ion models this means alternatively minfNg : E(N ? 1) E(N) or @E(N; v; Z 1 ; : : :)
The second form is the lowest order Taylor approximation to the rst. The total energy E generally comprises the potential and kinetic energy of the bound electrons. It may be split into the inner ion energy E i , measured in the ion frame of reference, and the center-of-mass part of the total kinetic energy, measured in the target frame of reference:
The energy criterion tests for each N, whether the gain of kinetic energy of an electron that has been stripped and has come to rest in the target su ces to procure the increase of the inner energy. The energy ansatz requires a good separation of two time-scales: the ion state must change slowly compared with the collision time with the target electrons. Rather independent of the ion atomic number and velocity, ions change their charge state by one elementary charge unit within 100{200 fs, whereas the collision time is about three order of magnitudes smaller. This close contact of the ion with the target electron \bath" ensures that the inner variable q follows changes of v with practically no delay and we may relate E i (q) with the kinetic energy at velocity v. A basic realization is obtained from the BK ion energy, E i equal to E BK as de ned by Eqs. (1 ? q) ; (14) plotted in Fig. 7 . Some arguments 3 that were given to support the superiority of the velocity criterion do not hold:
As the mean kinetic energy per bound electron in the TF or BK ion model is proportional to Z 4=3 1 , the velocity criterion yields a universal scaling parameter y / v=Z 2=3 1 . The same scaling results from the energy criterion applied to ion models with energies of the form E i / Z 7=3 1 f(q) as well. (14) proves it for the BK ion.
In the limit of e ective one-electron potentials / 1=r, the virial theorem uni es both criteria. 15 The work of Northcli e 19 deals with ions stripped up to the K-shell, where this limit is realized. Therefore it cannot be quoted to decide which criterion agrees better with experiments. Knipp and Teller 20 calculated ionization fractions of the TF ion close to our results of the energy criterion on the BK ion by looking at \electronic velocities within the ion" (cf. Fig. 7 ). Their formula is obtained from the energy criterion starting with dE=dN = (dE=d )=(dN=d ), where denotes the TF chemical potential. Their wording \mean square velocity" actually means the kinetic and binding energy and is misleading in our classi cation.
On the other hand, the correctness of the energy criterion is made clear by the following items:
(i) The energy criterion predicts that q is not proportional to y at small y, contrary to the velocity criterion (Fig. 7) . Instead, the low velocity approximation of (14) is q 7ay 2 , and the resultant \knee" ts better with the ZBL gap on the y-axis at low energies. This power law re ects the rst ionization energy of the BK ion, which is proportional to Z 1=3 1 and set equal to per bound electron compares virtual steady-state situations with more or less electrons stripped, with no regard to the physical transition process. The energy criterion must be reinterpreted as a comparison of the ionization energies with the energies actually transferable during capture or loss processes. Target electrons lose their kinetic energy by excitation of the bound electrons under the kinematical restrictions of momentum and energy conservation. This partitioning of the energy with later radiative or non-radiative de-excitation may e ectively catch electrons though their energy exceeds the suitable energies of free ion orbitals. The same mechanisms reduce the available energy transferred from a target electron to a bound electron, which is a candidate for being stripped.
In a simple mechanical model the target electron may collide with a subset ofÑ of the bound electrons, and the rest of them are treated as spectators, an external potential. Under the constraint of energy and momentum conservation the resultant stripping parameter is (1+1=Ñ)
1=2
, thus interpolating between 1 (low velocities,Ñ large) and 1:41 (high velocities, N = 1). The best t to the experimental q(y r ) is the identi cation ofÑ with the number of electrons still bound in the outer shell. Applied to Fig. 8 , this concept attens the steep parts with open K-and M-shells, since the high-q endings with nearly empty shells and smallÑ are transferred more into the high-v direction than the low-q endings. Summing up, the reciprocal of the stripping parameter is a degree of e ciency of the energy transfer between target and bound electrons.
IV. TARGET DESCRIPTION: FREE ELECTRON GAS, SHELLS
A. Kaneko Theory the ZBL values at v > 4v 0 , and slightly below in the region of S / v. The latter is a feature well-known from the RPA of the dielectric function of the free-electron gas. The free electrons supply the major part of the proton stopping at low velocities, therefore the total cross section is underestimated, too. The former, to our belief, is caused to some extent by an overestimation of the phase space available to excited target electrons. The present model and dielectric functions permit the electron excitation by an arbitrary energy transfer h! for any shell, which is justi ed for the free electron parts but not for the bound electrons.
We have tested the in uence of a simple correction for the excitation gaps E bnd of the inner shells by setting = (k; !) = 0 if j h!j < E bnd with consistent adaptation of < by a KramersKronig analysis. Results from inserting orbital binding energies of isolated atoms 7;24 into E bnd show that this suppression of the inner target shell contributions removes the 5{10% surplus of the Kaneko proton cross sections compared to the ZBL data base. Though this variant takes even more in uence on the heavy ion cross sections, we shall present results obtained from the original model. At low v the changes cancel partially, at high v massively, if we build the ratio of cross sections and , which we concentrate on.
B. E ective Charge and Fermi Velocity
The ZBL calculations basically derive heavy ion stoppings by insertion of formula (8) into (1) . That means, the dependence of the cross section on individual targets is mainly brought in by the experimental proton stopping data, whereas the e ective charge fractions are only controlled by the free and valence target electrons in terms of the Fermi velocity.
The Kaneko model supports this simplifying replacement of (Z 2 ) by a (v F ): squared e ective charge fractions from the Kaneko theory for protons and heavy ions are given in Fig. 9 . The stopping numbers L were numerically integrated shell by shell, using (7). Sometimes two di erent q-values have been chosen to check that our qualitative observations are independent of the ionization fraction. The e ective charge fraction is predicted to be a rising function of the target Fermi velocity (Fig. 9b) . This statistical point of view legitimates the simpli ed ansatz (v F ). The comparison is consciously done with the Fermi velocities tabulated by ZBL, not with values derived from the number of free electrons in the Kaneko theory. The range of validity of (8) is not overestimated this way. The reason for this correlation between and v F is made clear in Fig. 10 : the target shells of localized electrons build a much higher percentage of the total cross section of the heavy ion than of the proton at small v. Therefore, the cross section S(Z 2 ) is rather smooth in the case of the heavy ion, but anticorrelated with v F in the case of the proton. Their quotient and eventually in our mixed BK/Kaneko theory must be positively correlated with v F . The formula of the L-integral lets us also understand, why heavy ions with small q owe a larger part of their total cross sections to the bound target electrons than the pointlike protons. The heavy ion form factor m (z) suppresses the low-z contributions from the uintegral, whereas the constant factor of the proton collects all alike. At the same time, for loosely bound or free target electrons the maximum of the u-integral, the energy loss function, is localized at smaller z. Building the product and integrating over scaled wavenumbers z means that the heavy ion looks screened for small z (small momentum exchange), where the free electrons dominate the target excitation spectrum. It looks like the full core charge for large z, where the inner target shells may be excited.
Kaneko's (Z 2 ) of xed ionization fractions (Fig. 9a) is a much more varying function than the nearly at ZBL results at small and medium velocities. First, this may be attributed to known imperfections of the BK ion model at low velocities, e.g., the absence of Z 1 oscillations, as discussed in Sec. III A. Second, a simultaneous dependence of q on v F , which must be stronger than used in the ZBL programme, would be able to reduce the residual -oscillations.
A slight rise of (Z 2 ) at large ion energies is predicted, which is correlated with the mean density of all target electrons, not only the subset that is represented by the Fermi velocity (Fig. 9a) . This indicates the attainment of a binary encounter level; the ion interacts with target electrons separately, and the cross section per target atom becomes proportional to the total number of electrons per target atom. becomes a function of the mean density of all target electrons at the ion place in the model. It generalizes the interpretation by BK 2 for free-electron targets that ?uanti es the point-character of the ion by comparing its size parameter with the target electron distance. The ZBL e ective charges, however, do not depend on Z 2 at large ion velocities. The non-conformity may suggest that, for example, the models of e ective charge theory are wrong in placing the ion on but should place it in the target electrons, pushing them away. Furthermore the deviation of the ion path from a straight line trajectory during the ion-atom collisions may introduce a di erent e ective statistical weight of the target shell contributions.
C. E ective Charge Fractions by Free Electron Subshells
Complementary to the previous section, the Kaneko theory allows for another kind of test whether a restriction to the subset of the free target electrons is possible. This time we keep the target xed and choose the ion velocity as the variable. Within the Kaneko theory the squared e ective charge fractions 2 = S(Z 1 ; q; v) Z 2 1 S(Z 1 = 1; q = 1; v) (15) are compared with the corresponding ratios of the subset of free electrons S free (Z 1 ; q; v) Z 2 1 S free (Z 1 = 1; q = 1; v) : (16) For a quantitative test, heavy ion ionization fractions q must be provided rst. For example, insertion of the ZBL ionization fractions into the mixed BK/Kaneko model leads to heavy ion stoppings that exceed the ZBL values more and more if Z 1 increases. Therefore we varied q in the BK charge model, until the Kaneko theory reproduces the ZBL e ective charge fraction. The resultant values of (15) and (16) are compared in Fig. 11 .
The approximative replacement of the \full target" ratio by the \free electron subshell" ratio works well for high ion velocities and sometimes, including the semiconductor targets 14 Si and 32 Ge, down to medium velocities. Though in our examples the free-electron subshell never contributes more than 40% to the total stopping cross sections at high velocities, a strong and precise cancellation of the remaining subshells may equalize (15) and (16) . The necessary condition is that the free electrons give the same percental contribution to the heavy ion and proton stopping powers, but not that this percentage is large. This condition is automatically ful lled in the Bethe limit of binary ion-electron collisions (cf. Sec. IV B), when the free target electrons share the ratio N free =(N free + P N bnd ) of the stopping power of any projectile, heavy ions or protons.
That means, although the direct calculation of heavy ion or proton stopping powers using the free-electron target model and the electron density taken from experimental Fermi velocities is highly inaccurate, their ratio yields reasonable e ective charge fractions.
At least two factors are recognized that validate this scaling even at low velocities. First, if the ion has small Z 1 and is therefore highly stripped or point-like even at small v. Second, the \free electron approximation" works better, if more of the target electrons are assumed to be free, better for the semiconductors Si and Ge (4 of 14 and 32) than the metals Ni and Fe (2 of 28 and 26). The non-equivalence of the number of free electrons in the Kaneko theory to the experimental Fermi velocities v F used by ZBL introduces some arbitrariness of the comparisons. For Si, v F = 0:974v 0 corresponds to 4:2 electrons evenly distributed in the crystal; for Ni, v F = 1:2v 0 corresponds to 4:3 electrons, i.e., the cross section of about two d-electrons should be added to the two free electrons before building the fraction (16) . The example of the Fe-target has been added to show that this nonequivalence need not to be responsible for the worse agreement of the Ni-ratios: the Fevalue v F = 0:927v 0 corresponds to 2:1 electrons evenly distributed in the crystal in good accordance with Kaneko's partitioning, but does not give better agreement of the ratios.
The mismatch of the curves at v < 2v 0 is rather caused by a breakdown of the mixed BK/Kaneko model. For heavy ions at low velocities we can no longer nd values of q to t the small e ective charges of ZBL. The model sets lower bounds to the e ective charge fraction that are reached by slightly negative q; they increase again, if q is chosen more negative. In the example of P on Ni in Fig. 11 , negative values of the tted q had to be used at v < 2v 0 to adapt to the ZBL values.
V. SUMMARY E ective charge theory neatly separates the ion and target properties. It provides much physical insight and is not restricted to ranges of ion atomic numbers or velocities.
There has hitherto been no successful parameter-free explanation of the experimental ionization fractions of medium and heavy ions. The energy criterion is more universal and fundamental than the familiar velocity criterion. Accordance with experiments can be achieved, if it is improved by looking at the e ectively available energy transfer of target electrons to the ion.
In general, the free-electron gas model of target electrons is highly inaccurate due to the contributions of target inner shell excitations to the charges induced by protons or ions. The inspection by the extended target model of T. Kaneko veri es that the e ective charge fraction may be interpreted as being built only by the electrons in the top valence or conduction bands. E ective charge theory may therefore use the e ective charge fraction parametrized by the target Fermi velocity in the heavy ion scaling rule. 
